
WHAT’S NEW
We are all in favour of making your colour go further.  These new items ensure that you get the most from every tube and the perfect 
mix of just the right amount of each shade.

NS0014

Digital Colour Scale. Lightweight 
/ 18x14x1.38cm / Unit options: g, 

oz, ml / accurate to 1g.  Inc. 2 AAA 
batteries.

£11.95 Salon RSP

NA605

NEW Tube Squeezer helps 
avoid waste by completely 

emptying every tube. Strong, 
durable aluminium rollers.

£11.50 Salon RSP

https://www.italyhairbeauty.com/
hairdressing-scissor-brochures

New Prices / minimum carriage paid order - IT&LY PRODUCTS

The news of raw material price increases and large increases in freight 
costs are well documented.  We promised to hold prices until the 
end of 2021, which represents three years without a substantial price 
increase.  Reluctantly, from February 2022 we have increased 
prices by 10% to help meet some of these additional costs.  

We have also taken the decision to increase the minimum car-
riage paid tools.  For local arrangements please refer to your 
distributor.  The previous rates have been held for 15 years.  
Colour order minimum (of £100) is unchanged, otherwise carriage 
is £5.00

New Brochures

We have new brochures for 
our hairdressing & beauty 
tools, which reflect the new 
pricing for February 2022.  
Hard copies are available 
from the office or your local 
representative.  Digital Salon 
versions can be viewed at:

MC2000

New Miraki Clipper FX.  440C stainless steel 
and ceramic blade, adjustable grade taper 
(0.8mm to 2mm cutting length), variable speed 
control (max 7000rpm) and a long lasting Li-ion 
battery (with a massive 270 mins use). 

£49.00 plus VAT
Normally £54.00

ONLY 
£49

EACH

SAVE £5.00SAVE £5.00

MS2001 SILK FUSION

Digital straightening iron featuring a variable 
digital temperature control from 130°C - 230°C.  

‘Cool’, ‘Regular’ and ‘Hot’ light indicators on body. 
Crystal silk nano plates. Straighten or curl.

£44.00 Plus VAT
Normally £54.00

SAVE £10.00SAVE £10.00

ONLY

£44
EACH

hairkithull.co.uk07957 103778 hairkithull@gmail.com /Hair-Kit-1589155914450110

Supplying the professional hairdressing and beauty trade with the highest quality tools and implements
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Pantone Colour of the Year 2022
Pantone released their colour of the year for 2022 in the early hours of 9th December 21. Digital Marketing 
Manager Keely Jacob sat in on a live webinar with Laurie Pressman, Vice President of the Pantone Colour 
Institute, who explained how they decided upon the new hue. Usually, Pantone choose a colour from 
their catalogue and you can pick from a few it might be, but this year was a first, they produced a colour 
from scratch and that colour is Very Peri. Another difference from previous years is that they’ve chosen to 
represent the shade dynamically.  Rather than a solid flat depiction they’ve used motion to showcase the 
colour. This bodes well for hair stylists as the fibrous animation looks and moves like hair.  Just like hair, it 
not only has shine and movement but also a silk and chrome feel. Very Peri is a blue/lavender shade with a 
subtle violet/red undertone. This is why one of the key words used to describe the shade is “unexpected”.

Lynne O’Reilly - Technical Manager

Veri Peri is all about being playful with violet, blue and fuchsia from the blossom range. Using blends 
and effects of those to embody the personality of the colour.  Blend one into the other to create new 
shades.

In the Oh My blonde range you could use the Denim, Rose Gold and Diamond toners to create lavender 
hues with varying levels of rose gold verses blue to create a cocktail of shades. 

Veri Peri is great on a blonde base mixing with other tones to give the hair a beautiful pearlescent glow 
or opt for a full head of vivid Veri Peri for a more dramatic look.

For more information see: www.italyhairbeauty.com/pantone-colour-of-2022-very-peri-hair-formulas/

How to achieve this colour:

THECOLOUR
EXPLOSION

STARTER KIT: 

Small kit contains 7 shades plus Clear 250ml and 
FREE swatch chart.
Large kit contains 2 of each shade plus two Clear 
250ml and FREE swatch chart. 

Small: £35.00 Salon RSP
 

Large: £65.00 Salon RSP
 

In this first example 
Samantha Briscoe 
has used various 
shades of blossom 
over a pre-lightened 
base.

This image by Dani 
Flynn uses Oh My 
Blonde denim and 
diamond overlayed 
with Blossom violet 
and blue combined.

Finally, the last 
picture by Sam J 

Flowers uses Oh My 
Blonde denim and 

diamond toners. 

TRI-CAPE5 

Shampoo cape in PVC.

£2.72 Plus VAT
Normally £3.20

TRI-CAPE6

TRI plain black cape with 
silicon neck seal. Adjustable 
poppers at the neck and tint 
and bleach resistant Trilobal 

material.

£13.60 Plus VAT
Normally £16.00

SAVE 15% ON SELECTED CAPESSAVE 15% ON SELECTED CAPES



Aquarely permanent cream tint 100ml tube
Easy to use, excellent coverage, superb vibrancy and great
condition and shine. 118 fantastic shades, including Chocolates, 
Fire Reds and Intense shades. 

Iconic Blonde 500gm 
and Blonde Sealer 
500ml FREE with 36 
Tubes of Aquarely 
(worth £16.95 & £14.50)

Pack One - 12 Tubes (code AQUA12)

Pack includes 12 tubes of Aquarely, 1 litre cream 
developer and an Aquarely Shade Chart.

Saving £75.15 off salon RSP

Pack Two - 24 Tubes (code AQUA24)

Pack includes 24 tubes of Aquarely, 
3 litres cream developer in 20, 30 & 40 VOL,
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and an Aquarely 
Shade Chart.

Saving £114.05 off salon RSP

Pack Three - 36 Tubes (code AQUA36)

Pack includes 36 tubes of Aquarely, 
4 litres cream developer in 10, 20, 30 & 40 VOL,
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and an Aquarely 
Shade Chart.  Also includes FREE Iconic Blonde 
500gm bleach and Blonde Sealer 500ml

Saving £175.65 off salon RSP

TUBE-FOR-TUBE 

SWAP AVAILABLE  

ASK FOR DETAILS

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
We are so proud and confident of our colour, that if after trying Aquarely , you don’t agree with us that it is 

one of the best tints on the market, you can return the unused colour for a refund at £4.50 per tube.
Refund limited to the value of the orignal kit and subject to returning the full kit content less used tubes / peroxide

KIT OFFER
£50.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£100.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£150.00

Plus VAT

KIT OFFER
£300.00

Plus VAT

Pack Four - 72 Tubes (code AQUA72)

Pack includes 72 tubes of Aquarely, all the 
extras as per Pack Three, PLUS It&ly embroided 
tint / bleach resistants towels (12), Capes (4) and 
Aprons (2).  This extra workwear worth £132.80. 

Saving £372.65 off salon RSP

LOOKING TO TRY AQUARELY - STARTER PACKS



Scissors Focus 

Our Miraki scissors are made entirely in Japan, representing the 
absolute best artisanship that is available from any manufacturer 
anywhere in the world.  Miraki scissors are made from forged steel 
with a convex edge, which is the sharpest edge for scissors. This 
type of edge is superior for slide cutting, point cutting and texturizing.

How to care for your scissors 
There are a few simple rules to follow if you want to get the most from your hairdressing scissors - especially if you want them to last. 

1. Never cut anything but hair with your best scissors (not even synthetic hair). If you need to cut a headblock, use an inexpensive 
pair of scissors or an old spare pair. We can provide a suitable block cutting pair for as little as £18.00.

2. Proper storage! Keep your scissors in a case when transporting them. Always put them down on a soft surface or holster between 
cuts. Never leave them loose in a draw.

3. Wipe scissors down after each haircut. It is worth keeping a soft oily rag to hand to clean your scissors. Hair is abrasive and loose 
hair cuttings between the blade will blunt your scissors quickly.

4. Get your scissors serviced regularly. Scissors start to blunt from the first cut and it is easier to return the edge to a pristine condi-
tion when there isn’t too much wear and tear.

5. At the end of the day apply scissors oil. You cannot run a car engine without oil and the same is true of scissors. This is especially 
true if you cut dry. Without moisture in the hair there is no lubrication, and your scissors will blunt very quickly.

6. NEVER leave scissors soaking in disinfectant. There are different metals in the components of your scissors (tension mechanism / 
finger rest /etc) and if left in solution for a long time these metals will deposit on different parts of the scissors (like rust).  

Miraki Fusion Text
M9301 - 6”

Miraki Slim
M9040 - 4½”
M9041 - 5”

Crystal Hydrid X  
M9080 - 4½”      
M9081 - 5”
M9082 - 5½”

Smooth Cut
M9091 - 5”
M9092 - 5½”
M9093 - 6”

Crystal Straight & Offset
M9070 - 4.5”
M9071 - 5”         
M9072 - 5½”
M9073 - 6”

Miraki Angelina Leftie
M9131 - 5”
M9133 - 6”

£175.20 Plus VAT

Normally £219.00

£220.00 Plus VAT

Normally £275.00

£252.00 Plus VAT

Normally £315.00

£260.00 Plus VAT

Normally £325.00

Miraki Fusion
M9302 - 5½”
M9303 - 6”
M9304 - 6½”

£151.20 Plus VAT

Normally £189.00

 £248.00 Plus VAT

Normally £310.00

Miraki Stellite 
M9202 - 5”

£420.00 Plus VAT

Normally £525.00

ALL MIRAKI & FUSION LESS 20%ALL MIRAKI & FUSION LESS 20%

M9083 - 6”
M9084 - 6½”

£151.20 Plus VAT

Normally £189.00



R22B

Focus folding razor,
with metal or plastic carriage.  

£6.00 plus Vat

M9056 & M9056 RED

Miraki 2 in 1 ’feather’ style razor.

£27.00 plus Vat

M9057

Miraki 2 in 1 razor blades. Unique 
system gives two uses from each 
blade. Pack of ten.

£11.00 plus Vat

M9050

Miraki stainless steel folding 
razor, with plastic carriage. 
Supplied with two guards.

£12.50 Salon RSP

M9058

Miraki 2 in 1 ’feather’ style 

folding razor.

£25.00 plus Vat

R101P-10

Two packs of five standard razor 
blades in dispenser. Double 
sided.

 £1.40 plus Vat

THE

HAIR & 
BEAUTY

BUY THE RAZOR - GET MATCHING BLADES FREEBUY THE RAZOR - GET MATCHING BLADES FREE

M9051

Miraki double sided platinum 
razor blades. Pack of 10

 £6.20 Salon RSP

FREE 
BLADES

FREE 
BLADES

FREE 
BLADES

FREE 
BLADES

A new family of shades to give an iridescent shine to your 
colours and, at the same time, a milky and pastel effect.  
The Pearled / Irisée reflex, guarantees balanced and soft 
colour results.  Built on a pink / violet chromatic base, they 
allow a neutralization of the yellow melaninic residue for a 
perfect pastel reflex colour.

9PD  Lightest blonde Pearl gold
10PD Ultralight blonde Pearl gold
9PC  Lightest blonde Pearl ash
10PC  Ultralight Blonde Pearl Ash
9V  Lightest Blonde Violet
10V  Ultralight Blonde Violet
SSV  Superlight Violet

Free chart with 14 tubes 
(2 of each shade)

Salon RSP £5.75 per tube plus Vat
SALON RSP

£5.75
PLUS VAT

P E A R L  B L O N D E



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MIXING 

ICONIC BLONDE POWDER DECOLOURISER Takes decolourising to the 
next level.  Lift up to nine levels safely and easily.  Hair is left in great condition. This blue 
microgranular decolouriser will not swell and is easy to mix and apply.  Iconic Blonde has 
a neutralising action that helps remove brassy tones.   500g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts 9 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer 

SILKY BLONDE
A creamy lightener that feels nourishing and great for a host of blonde services.  
Particularly good for on-scalp all over lightening.   500g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts up to 6 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

DELY BLONDE 
Ammonia free powder decolouriser sits neatly next to Delyton, our ammonia free range of 
quasi-colours.  For effective and gentle decolourising.   500g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts up to 7 levels) 
mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

CLAY BLONDE 
Ultra compact bleach is the ideal consistency to be used for freehand techniques with 
no foils required. Use Clay blonde for that perfect balayage and blended out blondes.    
400g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts up to 7 levels) 
mix 1:1.5 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

SUN LIGHT OIL 
Create a subtle sunkissed effect with ammonia free Sun Light Oil.  Use to even out colour, 
sweeten the base or as an all-over hair service glossing effect to lift natural hair lightly.   
500g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts up 3 levels) 
mix 1:2 on 10, 20, 
30 or 40 VOL for 
5 - 50mins

OH MY BLONDE SEALER (PH BALANCER)
A creamy bond enforcer that also acts as an extra layer of repair and protection.  Blonde 
Sealer tops-up the &-Plex found in Oh My Blonde decolourisers and toners.  Blonde 
Sealer Ph balances the hair, enforces bonds and seals in colour.  Also smells devine! 
500ml   £14.95 Plus VAT

Use after lightening 
or final toning on 
towel dried hair. 
Rinse, shampoo and 
condition. 

OH MY BLONDE TONERS (FIVE SHADES)
Five intermixable toners.  Three neutralising blonde tones: Diamond, Sand and Caramel.  
Trend shades: Rose Gold and Denim.  Mix to create silvers, slates, rose tones and lilacs.  
Formulas on shade chart.  60ml

£4.95 Plus VAT

Mix 1:2 with 5 VOL 
Activator. Develop 
for 10 - 20 minutes. 
Achieve a stronger 
effect on dry hair. 

PH MODULATOR
Inhibits the lightening of natural melanin & naturalises the effect of oxidation dyes. Just a 
few drops, mixed into toner are all it takes to mitigate the alkalinity of the toning cream, 
preventing the lightening of natural hair.  100ml

£13.95 Plus VAT

Using syringe, mix 
2ml of pH Modulator 
for every 10 ml of 
Blonde Toner.

ACTIVATOR 5VOL / 1.5%
Stabilized developer (5 VOL / 1.5%) specifically formulated to guarantee maximum 
performance when used with Blonde Toner shades & mixed with pH Modulator. This 
better controls the lightening of the natural melanin. 1000ml

£8.50 Plus VAT

Add Activator with 
a mixing ratio of 1 to 
2 (60 ml of Toner + 
120 ml of Activator). 
Develop 10 - 20min

OH MY BLONDE PRODUCT LISTOH MY BLONDE PRODUCT LIST



S136 3.5”

£10.63 / Normally £12.50

S135 3.0” 

£8.99 / Normally £10.58

S130 2.5”

£6.73 / Normally £7.92

S125 2.25”

£6.02 / Normally £7.08

S120 1.75”

£5.06 / Normally £5.83

The Touche is the original reinforced boar bristle round brush 
with a lightweight foam handle. Fatigue-free use all day long!

Nano Ionic Thermo Brushes in five sizes. These exceptional 
brushes feature a soft non slip rubber grip, nylon bristles and an 
ionic / ceramic barrel.

M7019 Ceramic Thermo 1.25”

£5.06 Plus VAT

Normally £5.95

M7025 Ceramic Thermo 1.5”

£5.74 Plus VAT

Normally £6.75

M7032 Ceramic Thermo 2.0”

£6.04 Plus VAT

Normally £7.10

M7043 Ceramic Thermo 2.5”

£6.38 Plus VAT

Normally £7.50

M7053 Ceramic Thermo 3.0”

£6.59 Plus VAT

Normally £7.75

MD-SET 
All five brushes.

£28.90 Plus VAT

Normally £34.00

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MIXING 

ICONIC BLONDE POWDER DECOLOURISER Takes decolourising to the 
next level.  Lift up to nine levels safely and easily.  Hair is left in great condition. This blue 
microgranular decolouriser will not swell and is easy to mix and apply.  Iconic Blonde has 
a neutralising action that helps remove brassy tones.   500g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts 9 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer 

SILKY BLONDE
A creamy lightener that feels nourishing and great for a host of blonde services.  
Particularly good for on-scalp all over lightening.   500g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts up to 6 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

DELY BLONDE 
Ammonia free powder decolouriser sits neatly next to Delyton, our ammonia free range of 
quasi-colours.  For effective and gentle decolourising.   500g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts up to 7 levels) 
mix 1:2 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

CLAY BLONDE 
Ultra compact bleach is the ideal consistency to be used for freehand techniques with 
no foils required. Use Clay blonde for that perfect balayage and blended out blondes.    
400g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts up to 7 levels) 
mix 1:1.5 with 10, 
20, 30 or 40 VOL 
developer

SUN LIGHT OIL 
Create a subtle sunkissed effect with ammonia free Sun Light Oil.  Use to even out colour, 
sweeten the base or as an all-over hair service glossing effect to lift natural hair lightly.   
500g

£16.95 Plus VAT

(Lifts up 3 levels) 
mix 1:2 on 10, 20, 
30 or 40 VOL for 
5 - 50mins

OH MY BLONDE SEALER (PH BALANCER)
A creamy bond enforcer that also acts as an extra layer of repair and protection.  Blonde 
Sealer tops-up the &-Plex found in Oh My Blonde decolourisers and toners.  Blonde 
Sealer Ph balances the hair, enforces bonds and seals in colour.  Also smells devine! 
500ml   £14.95 Plus VAT

Use after lightening 
or final toning on 
towel dried hair. 
Rinse, shampoo and 
condition. 

OH MY BLONDE TONERS (FIVE SHADES)
Five intermixable toners.  Three neutralising blonde tones: Diamond, Sand and Caramel.  
Trend shades: Rose Gold and Denim.  Mix to create silvers, slates, rose tones and lilacs.  
Formulas on shade chart.  60ml

£4.95 Plus VAT

Mix 1:2 with 5 VOL 
Activator. Develop 
for 10 - 20 minutes. 
Achieve a stronger 
effect on dry hair. 

PH MODULATOR
Inhibits the lightening of natural melanin & naturalises the effect of oxidation dyes. Just a 
few drops, mixed into toner are all it takes to mitigate the alkalinity of the toning cream, 
preventing the lightening of natural hair.  100ml

£13.95 Plus VAT

Using syringe, mix 
2ml of pH Modulator 
for every 10 ml of 
Blonde Toner.

ACTIVATOR 5VOL / 1.5%
Stabilized developer (5 VOL / 1.5%) specifically formulated to guarantee maximum 
performance when used with Blonde Toner shades & mixed with pH Modulator. This 
better controls the lightening of the natural melanin. 1000ml

£8.50 Plus VAT

Add Activator with 
a mixing ratio of 1 to 
2 (60 ml of Toner + 
120 ml of Activator). 
Develop 10 - 20min

Colorly 60ml and Aquarely 100ml

BUY 50 Tubes - £225.00BUY 50 Tubes - £225.00
Plus 2 Developers FREEPlus 2 Developers FREE

BUY 25 Tubes - £100.00BUY 25 Tubes - £100.00
Plus 1 Developer (or 1 CLEAR) FREEPlus 1 Developer (or 1 CLEAR) FREE

Delyton,  Blossom & OMB Toners

SPRING SAVERS!
*** ALL for March & April ONLY *** 

NET 
£4.50 

EACH
NET 

£4.00 
EACH

ALL FEATURED BRUSHES - LESS 15%



05444

Silky Blonde 500g 
Ideal for stressed hair. Enriched with 
the exclusive &-Plex Bond repair.  
Reliable hair lightening up to six 
shades.

£14.50 Plus VAT
When buying 2 units
Normally £16.95 each

Supplying the professional hairdressing and beauty trade with the highest quality tools and implements

Online Education 

We are continuing to offer our Zoom Education programme online throughout March and April. 
There are opportunities to join our our All About Ash Session and Blonde Specialist session 
featuring Oh My Blonde and the Colorly Pearl range. We have also added a Colour Cocktail 
session, focussing on incorporating Blossom and Riflessi with our permanent range to get the 
latest fashion tones. We have added a dedicated Delyton Advance session, to get the most 
from our ammonia free tone-on-tone range.  Lastly, we have a Date with Disaster to cover 
colour correction issues. The session details, times, dates and the link to register are below.

Dates 
22nd March 2022
11.30am - 12.30pm
Delyton Advanced. Duration 1hr  

3.45pm-4.45pm 
Colour Cocktails (ft. Blossom and Riflessi).  Duration 1hr 30m  
    

28th March 2022
10.00am - 11.20pm 
Blonde Specialist.  Oh My Blonde. Duration 1hr 20mins

12.15pm - 1.35pm 
Get Acquainted with Aquarely. Duration 1hr 20m 

3.45pm - 4.45pm  
Delyton Advanced. Duration 1hr      

29th March 2022
10.00am - 11.30pm
Date with Disaster colour correction. Duration 1hr 30m

1.00pm - 2.30pm 
Colour Cocktails (ft. Blossom and Riflessi). Duration 1hr 30m   
  

11th April 2022
10.00am - 11.20pm
All About Ash. Duration 1hr 20mins      

12.30pm - 1.50pm 
Get Acquainted with Aquarely. Duration 1hr 20m  

3.00pm - 4.00pm
Colour Cocktails Blossom and Riflessi. Duration 1hr 

12th April 2022
10.00am - 11.00pm 
Blonde Specialist.  Oh My Blonde. Duration 1hr   

12.30pm - 1.30pm  
Delyton Advanced. Duration 1hr    

How to Book 
Booking couldn’t be easier! Just pop along to our website and 
select the sessions you wish to attend and add on your contact 
details. You will receive your ZOOM  login details via email. 
www.italyhairbeauty.com/colour-education/

Cream Bleach 

00720

Blondly Bleaching cream 200g
A rich bleaching cream that lightens 
up to seven shades. Formulated with 
Argan oil and Jojoba oil to protect the 
hair during lightening.

£9.00 Plus VAT
When buying 3 units
Normally £12.00 each

Our on scalp Lightening creams are gentler to the hair and 
scalp due to their more nutritious composition.

BUY 3  FOR  £27.00BUY 3  FOR  £27.00

BUY 2 FOR £29.00BUY 2 FOR £29.00

NET 
£9.00 

EACH

NET 
£14.50 

EACH

EASILY BLOND 500gm 
Powdered Decolouriser in 

a re-sealable foil bag.  Dust 
free, blue powder formula.

£10.00 Plus VAT
When buying 4 units

Normally £14.00 each  

£14.00 Salon RSP

BUY 4 FOR £40.00BUY 4 FOR £40.00

hairkithull.co.uk07957 103778 hairkithull@gmail.com /Hair-Kit-1589155914450110


